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Social Scientists Influences of Built Environment

• Urban Commons  Ostrom’s Governing the 
Commons

• Before Ostorm: Jane Jacobs’ “The Death and 
Life of Great American Cities” criticized town 
planning practice, and influenced the raise of 
Urban Design as a new discipline

https://www.thenatureofcities.com/2016/05/28/common-threads-connections-among-the-
ideas-of-jane-jacobs-and-elinor-ostrom-and-their-relevance-to-urban-socio-ecology/



Ostrom’s Governing 
the Commons
• How can natural resources, which are used by many

individuals, best been governed?
• How do individuals organize and govern themselves to obtain

collective benefits in situations where the temptations to
free-ride and to break commitments are substantial

• What are the incentives for participants to continue investing
time and effort in the governance and management of their
own CPRs?"

• What are the underlying design principles of the institutions
that are successful

• Which internal and external factors can impede or enhance
the capabilities of individuals to use and govern CPRs?

How it can be related to built 
environment design, planning, and 

development?

1. Neither the state nor the market is uniformly successful in
enabling individuals to sustain long-term, productive use
of natural resource systems

2. Collective action increases the returns from the
appropriation

3. List of eight criteria, that she calls the "design principles
for long enduring CPR institutions



Public Space as Urban Commons?

Neither the state nor the market is uniformly 
successful in enabling individuals to sustain long-

term, productive use of the resources: 
It needs a collective action



Public Spaces: Wicked Problems

Progressive spatial meta-stability and intense
urban restructuring
Deterritorialisations break the relationality of
urban commons by abstracting, policing and
instrumentalising them.

Key elements of the theory of deterritorialisation:
Lefebvre on spatial production,
Deleuze and Guattari on machinic
assembling through decoding,
Rancière on equality by disagreement.

I submit that such an escalating disruptive
process of deterritorialisation not only intensifies
the alienating exploitation of dominant market
forces, but also, and most importantly,
exacerbates the intrinsic contradictions of the
systems implemented by those forces and thus
triggers powerful antagonist counterforces of
commoning.

Contestation
Instability
Disagreement
Conflict
Hyper-reality

Wicked Problems 
public space?

Disruption
Ambiguity
Complexity
Controversies
Overflowingv



Dovey’s Assemblage and Complicity 
in Architecture and Urbanism

The design of built form, however, is fundamentally linked to desires for a 
better future. This returns us to where we started with flows of desire as the 
basis of life and of all forms of assemblage.

For Bourdieu, a primary social function of art is to divide its audience into
those who do and don’t understand and appreciate it.

Aesthetic producers such as architects and urban designers seem inextricably
enmeshed in practices of symbolic domination. Any design that catches the
imagination is available for appropriation as symbolic capital.

The practice of imagining and building a better world will always be political.
There is no zone of neutrality in which to practice and a primary imperative is
to strip the design professions of the illusion of autonomy. Design is the
practice of ‘framing’ the habitat of everyday life, both literally and discursively.

The key role of architects is to join design imagination to the public interest; it
is to catch the public imagination with visions of a better world.



Social Slippery vs Social Cartography



Latour’s Social Ontology: Following Someone Do Something

• Latour’s ontology of social: following someone do something 
– rooted in Greek word “sequi”, means to follow
– Architectural “sequences”: following the scenes

• Latour’s contribution in science studies is his method to follow
scientists and engineers through society
– Can be adopted to follow architects, urban designers, and urban planners 

through  society

LatourSloterdijk

Although using similar terms, assemblage and reassembling, there no explicit evidence about
Deleuze influence on Latour’s thinking. After Latour explicitly stated that he is a Sloterdijkan, the
thought bridge between Deleuze and Latour can be described

Deleuze



Latour’s Main Thinking

Great Divide: 
Nature and 

Society, 
Subject and 

Object Politics:
• in its usual meaning, the term designates the struggle and compromises between interests and human

passions, in a realm separate in this sense, I use the expression “politics of the Cave*”;
• in the proper sense, the term designates the progressive composition of the common world*

and all the competencies exercised by the collective;
Collective:
To be distinguished first of all from society*, a term that refers to a distribution of powers; it accumulates
the old powers of nature and society in a single enclosure before it is differentiated once again into
distinct powers. In spite of its use in the singular, the term refers not to an already-established unit but to
a procedure for collecting associations of humans and nonhumans.

The question of the social emerges when the ties in which one is
entangled begin to unravel; the social is further detected through
the surprising movements from one association to the next; those
movements can either be suspended or resumed; when they are
prematurely suspended, the social as normally construed is bound
together with already accepted participants called ‘social actors’ who
are members of a ‘society’; when the movement toward collection is
resumed, it traces the social as associations through many non-social
entities which might become participants later; if pursued
systematically, this tracking may end up in a shared definition
of a common world, what I have called a collective; but if there
are no procedures to render it common, it may fail to be assembled;
and, lastly, sociology is best defined as the discipline where
participants explicitly engage in the reassembling of the collective.



The Collective: Ostrom and Latour

• Although uses term “action”, “collective”, “common world” as important word of his Latour
does not refers the Ostrom in his main thinking.

• But, several thinkers influenced by Latour and Ostrom put the role of nonhumans (such as 
sciences and technologies) for collective action to govern the commons

• Manfredini’s role of actants (collective of humans and non-humans) for commoning.



Latour and Design 1: Design Philosophy

• Drawing things together

http://www.harvarddesignmagazine.org/issues/30/talking-to-
myself-about-the-poetics-of-space



Latour and Design 2: 
Uncertainty, wicked problems, and design thinking?

• Latour’s Source of Uncertainty: wicked
problems?

• Rowe’s design thinking: following
architects in action?

The challenge: engineers always creating
something, so he/she can reduce the
complex thinking to more similar in order
to create something



Framing: Design Thinking and ANT

Dorst’s Core of Design Thinking: FRAMING • Callon’s Framing/ Overflowing in ANT:
CALCULATING

• Framing is an operation used to define
individual agents which are clearly distinct
and dissociated from one another. It also
allows for the definition of objects, goods
and merchandise which are perfectly
identifiable and can be separated not only
from other goods, but also from the actors
involved, for example in their conception,
production, circulation or use.

“IF we look at the problem situation from this
viewpoint, and adopt the working principle
associated with that position, THEN we will create
the value we are striving for”

Callon, M. (1998). An essay on framing and overflowing:
economic externalities revisited by sociology, In Law, J. (1998)
On Markets

Dorst, K. (2011). The core of ‘design thinking’ and its application. 
Design Studies, , 32(6), 



Design as Pre-scription Activities

• In-scription: making script
• Pre-scription: inserting values to the script
• De-scription: reading (by unraveling) script

• Script: non-humans (ideas, texts, procedures, technical
objects) that make someone do something

• Design is a kind of ‘pre-scription activities’: every actor acts
designing when he/she developing values before they make
scripts, when professional designers use specific design
devices in these script-making.
– Responding Latour’s concept of design to ‘drawing things

together’, everybody can act as designer collectively when
she/he imagining results and developing values before create
scripts. Here, the role of professional designers is determined by
design devices that are used in the script-making to substitute,
mediate, and communicate designers’ specific competences and
skills to other actors.



Case 1: 
Kampung-Kreatif Installation: Selecting Strategic Actors

• Wicked problems: limited budget
and time to arrange the project
by conventional participatory
design. There no such
information about the
informality: the good ones and
the bad ones

• Framing: put design strategies
into main actors of the
development (Komunitas Taboo),
calculating the devices for their
program. They arranged the
involvement many actors that did
not meet



Case 2: 
Full moon Market: Creating other Trajectories

• Wicked problems: The full
moon market was initiated
by astronomer, to unite the
astronomical event with
night market. The
astronomical visitors do not
enjoy the night market, the
market are just visited by
local residence, not so many

• Framing: using the
astronomer religious
network to make great
religious ceremony (tabligh
akbar) to attract many
visitors



Case 3: 
Public Market Terracotta Shelter: Mediating the Politics

• Wicked problems: how to continue the project
between local political contestation. How the ideas
that developed with old leader can be continued by
the new leader?

• Framing: using Sundanese approach to mediate the
former ideas into the new leader vision. Installed
technical objects becomes things



What can Students do in Workshop?

Actor-Network Theory



Empathize: Actors’ (Actants) Matters of Concern

• Actant: humans and non-human s (c.q. technical objects  technology) that 
are acting something

Concepts
• Speakers Presentation and

Literature (what they
think)

• References  domain of
the discourse

Stakeholders
• The cases and sites
• The representatives actors

(Majalengka Government,
the Village Leaders

• The Citizens
• What their vision, mission,

aspiration, to develop the
site

Knowledge Knowledge Consumers Knowledge Producers

Students
• What you  want in joining 

the workshop
• Creating common 

understanding and 
collective mission



Define: Calculating Actor Relationship

• Each actors have their motivation and interest. Think about “program of 
action”: what can you do to make other actors do something that you want

Concepts
• Interpreting and choosing

partially the broad thinking
of speakers and references
to be relevant of the cases
and suitable with your
capacities

Stakeholders
• Interpreting and imagining

what they will do if they
gain your ideas

Participants
• Recognize your

teammates, how their
capabilities can support
your ideas



Ideate: Script-making, compositing

Concepts

Stakeholders 
aspiration

Students 
capabilities

Design, Planning, and Development  
Ideas

Program of Action: how these ideas 
make someone do something?



Prototyping: Pre-scription

• Design in conventional term: producing drawing (and other models) to 
imagine the result

• Design its dasein: drawing the ideas together to make image for better future
• Design is a kind of pre-scription activities: put the values, the imagined 

betted future, that guide actors doing something to reach their imagination 
of betterness



Test: In-scription

• If pre-scription is about something in mind, in-scription is about “creating
something” or making artifacts

• For engineers, they contributes for the societies by creating many kind
technical objects that be useful for others.

• It tests your technical capabilities – that has been trained in universities – to
be relevant and useful to the society



After Inscription: Describing and Reflecting

• Dorst’s Design as learning
• Schon’s Reflective Practice

• We cannot control what the other do, but we can control what we do: it is 
our learning



Thank you
May our knowledge will be beneficial


